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 FLASH. LG3 DOWNLOAD FREE Ã‘Å‘Å“Ã„ÄÑÅÅ“ÄÑ – New THUNDERBOLT CHAMELEON (@ $0.84) – Laptop
Battery (AA, AAA, AAA+, NEMA 1-6, etc) - Laptop Battery[...]gumdrop Definition of gumdrop noun Something with a very

sweet taste that melts easily and is usually used as a sweetmeat. A children's sweetmeat, especially a sweetmeat made from small
hard candies covered with sugar and encased in a hard shell that is used as a toy. Also spelled gomme. Folk-etymology:
"Gumdrop" comes from the name of the candy and the word "gum," which is used to make candy. More Collins says:

'Gumdrop' in the sense of 'candy' is first recorded in 1555 in England, but the word 'gum' is recorded in English since 1250. In
this case, the first syllable derives from "gume," a Venetian word meaning "candy," from the Latin "gummeus," the name of a

sweet used in the making of resins. The next syllable appears to derive from an English word for "little drops," or "darts."
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"Gumdrop" is the common form of the word, and a good deal of the time it appears in the singular, but in case of a company
that was called a "Gumdrop Co.," or a "Gumdrop Ice Cream Co.," the plural form of the word is used. In short, it is a very

difficult word to define, and we suspect that the only definition of a "Gumdrop" that will be accepted by English people will be
that it is a sweetmeat used to play with as a child.{ "author": { "name": "Jonathan Ong", "email": "me@jongleberry.com", "url":

"" }, "bugs": { "url": "", "email": "me@jongleberry 82157476af
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